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Abstract
We study convenient locally convex spaces within the context of spaces
that have ordered, strict webs. The main result is that if a space having
an ordered, strict web satisfies: (i) : Every sequentially continuous
seminorm is continuous and (ii): Property K, then it is a convenient
locally convex space. Conversely, if a strictly webbed convenient locally
convex space satisfies the Mackey convergence condition, then it satisfies
(i) and (ii).
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1

Introduction and terminology.

In the 1980s J.-F. Colombeau (see [C]) deﬁned algebras of generalized functions
in order to solve L. Schwartz’s ”impossibility result” ([S]) of multiplication of
distributions. Colombeau’s theory is now part of an active area of nonlinear
distribution theory- see for example, [GFKS]. A fundamental part of this theory is that of a convenient vector space, which for the case of locally convex
spaces is equivalent to the space being both bornological and locally complete.
Most of the main ideas of how convenient vector spaces are used in this analysis
can be found in [KrM]. Individually, both concepts of bornological spaces and
locally complete spaces are well-understood, see for example [PCB]. Inspired
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by [AB], we prove some sequential results regarding convenient locally convex
spaces.
Throughout the paper (E, τ ) denotes a Hausdorﬀ locally convex space over
K (K = R or C). Most of the time this will be called simply ’space’. Given
any subset A of E, we let lin(A) denote the linear space spanned by A. For
an absolutely convex set B we denote lin(B) by EB and we use μB as the
notation for the Minkowski seminorm associated with B. (EB , μB ) will denote
the space EB endowed with the topology generated by μB . If B is closed and
bounded, then (EB , μB ) is a normed space.
A bounded, absolutely convex, closed set D ⊂ E, called a disk, is a Banach
(Baire) disk if (ED , μD ) is a Banach (normed Baire) space. If every bounded
set A ⊂ E is contained in a Banach disk (Baire disk) we say that E is locally
complete (locally Baire). Recall that a space is bornological if every absolutely
convex set that absorbs bounded sets is a zero neighborhood. A space is
ultrabornological if every absolutely convex set that absorbs all Banach disks
is a zero neighborhood. We will use the notation τ ub to denote the associated
ultrabornological topology of a space (E, τ ).
The deﬁnition below of a convenient locally convex space comes from 2.14,
p. 20 of [KrM]:
Definition 1 A convenient locally convex space, abbreviated here as clcs, is a
locally complete bornological space.
Clearly, any clcs is ultrabornological, and hence also barrelled.
Throughout most of this paper, we will assume the space E is strictly
webbed with web W. Background information regarding webbed spaces can
be found in [R], Appendix 1 of [RR], §35 of Chapter 7 of [K], Chapter 5 of
[J], and of course in [DeW] of DeWilde, who originally developed the concept
of webs on topological vector spaces. A useful property of a web is that of
being ordered, as deﬁned by Valdivia in [V, p. 150]: The web W is ordered if,
given any k, r1 , r2, ..., rk , s1, s2 , ..., sk ∈ N, such that rj ≤ sj for j = 1, 2, ..., k,
we have Wr1 ,..,rk ⊂ Ws1 ,..,sk . We will follow the conventions and notation of
W. Robertson, [R]: Each strand of a web W will be denoted by (Wk ) = {Wk :
k ∈ N}. In addition, given any strand (Wk ), we assume that for each k ∈ N,
Wk+1 ⊂ 12 Wk . The web W is compatible if given any zero neighborhood U in
E, and given any strand (Wk ) of W, there is an n ∈ N such that Wk ⊂ U,
for all k ≥ n. Unless otherwise stated, we will assume that a given web on a
space is compatible.
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For convenience we recall here the speciﬁc deﬁnitions of being (strictly)
webbed. Let (Wk ) be a given strand in a web W on E. Consider xn ∈ Wn , n ∈


xn . The space (E, τ ) is webbed if
xn is τ − convergent
N and the series
n∈



n∈



in E for any strand (Wn ) and any choice of xn ∈ Wn . E is strictly webbed
∞

if
xk converges to an element of Wn for every n ∈ N and any choice of
k=n+1

xk ∈ Wk .
A space E satisﬁes the Mackey convergence condition, (MCC), if every
null sequence in E is a null sequence in (EB , μB ), for some disk B. Results
regarding the (MCC) can be found in [PCB] and [J]. It is well - known that
every metrizable space satisﬁes the (MCC).
Finally, a locally convex space E satisﬁes property K if each null sequence

xnk converges in E.
(xn ) has a subsequence (xnk ) for which
k∈

2



Main Result.

Theorem 1 Assume the space E has an ordered, strict web. Then E is a
convenient locally convex space if it satisfies the following:
(i) Every sequentially continuous seminorm on E is continuous;
(ii) E satisfies property K.
Conversely, if E is a convenient locally convex space and satisfies the Mackey
convergence condition, then (i) and (ii) hold.

Proof: Suppose (i) and (ii). The main result of [AB] is that (i) and (ii)
imply E is bornological (and barrelled). In [G2], it is shown that any space
satisfying property K is locally Baire. We will show that a space that has an
ordered, strict web and is locally Baire must be locally complete. Let A be any
bounded subset of E and let B denote a disk such that A ⊂ B and (EB , μB ) is
a Baire space. Denote an ordered, strict web on E by W. For a given strand
ω = (Wk ) of W, put
Fω =


{lin(Wk ) : k ∈ N}.

A basis for a locally convex topology τω on Fω is given by
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{Fω

1
k

Wk : k ∈ N}.

By [V, 7.21, p. 164], (Fω , τω ) is a Fréchet space, and τω is ﬁner than the
topology inherited from E. As (EB , μB ) is a Baire space, and the injection
(EB , μB ) → E is continuous, we may apply [V, Thm 7.6, p. 164], concluding
that there exists a strand ω of W such that (EB , μB ) → (Fω , τω ) is continuous
along with the aforementioned (Fω , τω ) → E. The conclusion now follows from
the completeness of (Fω , τω ).
Conversely, assume that the clcs E satisﬁes the (MCC). Then E satisﬁes
(i) because every (ultra)bornological already does. To ﬁnish the proof we will
show that a strictly webbed clcs satisfying the (MCC) also satisﬁes (ii). Let
(xn ) be any null sequence in E. By assumption, E is locally complete and
strictly webbed, so we may apply [G1, Thm 18, p. 481], concluding that there
exists a strand (Wk ) of W such that for each k ∈ N, there is an Nk ∈ N for
which xn ∈ Wk for all n ≥ Nk . In particular, for each k ∈ N, there is a term
xnk ∈ Wk . The web W is completing, and this implies that the series

xnk
k∈



converges in E. 2

3

Three examples.

To reduce wordiness, let us denote the property of having an ordered strict web,
by (iii). The examples below show that no two of the assumptions (i), (ii),
and (iii) are suﬃcient to conclude that a space is a clcs.
(a): Let E denote (l1 , σ(l1, l∞ )). Then E has an ordered, strict web: Use
the single strand given by { n1 B : n ∈ N}, where B is the closed unit ball of l1.
Because weakly convergent sequences converge in norm (Shur’s Theorem), E
satisﬁes property K. Though locally complete, E is not bornological. Thus,
(ii) and (iii) do not imply clcs.
(b): There exists a metrizable, hence bornological, space that satisﬁes property K, yet is incomplete; see [LL, Theorem 2, p. 94]. Because a metrizable
space is locally complete if and only if it is complete, we conclude that (i) and
(ii) do not imply clcs.
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(c): Let E be a non-regular (LB)- space such as Köthe’s classic example,
as given in [PCB; 7.3.6, pg. 211]. Writing E = indlimn (En ), an ordered, strict
web W on E is formed in the following way (see [V] for more details if needed):
Deﬁne each strand (Wk ) of W by
1
k, n ∈ N,
Bn ,
k
where Bn is the closed unit ball in En . Then E is ultrabornological, has an
ordered, strict web, but is not locally complete. Hence, (i) and (iii) do not
imply clcs.
Wk =

4

Mackey convergence and clcs.

If a space is not bornological, then a natural response is to check the associated ultrabornological topology τ ub , for local completeness. Surprisingly, even
though an ultrabornological, strictly webbed space would seem to be at least
locally complete, it need not be; witness Example (c) above of a non-regular
(LB)− space. On the other hand, the proof of the second part of Theorem 1
insinuates that the (MCC) can be useful in determining if a space is a clcs,
and we will apply it below for the case of τ ub .
A space for which the terms of a null sequence are eventually elements of a
strand of a compatible web is called sequentially webbed. See [G1]. Speciﬁcally,
a space E having a compatible web W is called sequentially webbed if for each
null sequence (xn ) in E, there is a ﬁnite collection of m strands of W,




(1)
(m)
Wk , · · · , Wk
,
such that for each k ∈ N, there is an Nk ∈ N for which
m

xn ∈
i=1

(i)

Wk ,

for all n ≥ Nk .
Metrizable spaces are sequentially webbed, and every sequentially webbed
space satisﬁes the (MCC). More properties and details can be seen in [G1].
Theorem 2 If E is any sequentially webbed space having an ordered strict web
W, then E, τ ub is a clcs. Moreover, E, τ ub has an ordered, strict web Ŵ
and satisfies property K.
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Proof: Let (xn ) be any null sequence in E. Denote the assumed web on
E by W. By the sequentially webbed supposition, it is easy to see that there
is one strand (Wk ) of W and a subsequence (xnk ) of (xn ) such that for each
k ∈ N, xnk ∈ Wk . We assumed the web W to be strict, and this implies that

xnk converges in E. We have established property K for E, and
the series
k∈



by the proof of Theorem 1, we know that this means (E, τ ) is locally complete.
(E, τ ) and (E, τ ub) have the same Banach disks; in other words, (E, τ ub) is a
clcs.
Jarchow’s proof (using Robertson’s notation) of Powell’s Theorem (see [J;
Thm 3, p. 277 ] and [P; Thm 7.1, p. 405]), applies to our situation like this:
Given an ordered, strict web W on E, deﬁne the web Ŵ on E as having strands
given by (Ŵk ), where Ŵk = W2k−1 , k ∈ N. Clearly, Ŵ is ordered if W is, and
Powell’s theorem states that E, τ ub is strictly webbed with respect to Ŵ. If
xn → 0 in E, then the ﬁrst part of this proof indicates that there is a strand
(Wk ) and a subsequence (xnk ) of (xn ) such that for each k ∈ N, xnk ∈ Wk .
Hence,
x2nk −1 ∈ W2k−1 = Ŵk ,
from which we conclude that E, τ ub satisﬁes property K. Notice that we
can also deduce that E, τ ub satisﬁes property K by observing that E, τ ub
satisﬁes the (MCC), allowing us to apply Theorem 1. 2
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